Vessel Tracking and Monitoring

Monitor the position and performance of vessels with an optimized combination of satellite and terrestrial AIS

The MAMS fleet management software is now integrated with the BigOceanData vessel tracking, management and port monitoring system by Globavista.

**We can offer you:**

- **Fused data** – the ability to have multiple data sources such as Sat-C and AIS reporting into the one platform enables clients to receive more frequent positional reports whilst minimising data charges.
- **Latest position on every vessel globally** – as opposed to just seeing the latest positions on your own vessels, the module allows you to see the latest Terrestrial & Satellite AIS position on every vessel globally, with no artificial delays.
- **Access historical data on your vessels** – upon subscription customers don’t just get the data on their vessels moving forward but instead can also access at least 18 months historical information.
- **Maritime Charts** – unique integration of C-Map charts into Google.
- **Comprehensive Weather Data** – full historical information, a 5 day forecast updated every 6 hours, as well as Hurricane alerting.
- **Scheduled Arrivals Report** – early identification of any vessels that are due to arrive in any port around the world. Access to the owners and managers contact details for these vessels.
- **Piracy Information** – real time incident reporting.
- **Custom Areas/Zones** – the platform allows customers to import their own zones as well as being able to create an unlimited number of polygonal zones which allow users to automate the system and alert on zone entry/exit for areas such as anchorages, port terminals, berths, bunkers, cable routes and fishing territories etc.
- **API Access** – customers can pull various information such as Inmarsat-C positional data through the API so that these can be integrated directly with any other back office systems that they are using.
- **Alerting** – Unlimited email and SMS alerts
- **Flexible Pricing Model** with highly competitive pricing where you only pay for what you need.

SDSD offers bespoke application development, software audits and database management to improve performance across businesses worldwide.

Our services include:

**Vessel Management Software:**
- Planned Maintenance
- HR Management
- Procurement & Accounting
- QHSE – Safety
- Voyage Monitoring

**Matrix Group Email Platform**

**Secure Document Editing**

**Database Building and Data Entry**

**Application Development**

Contact Us

Email: sales@sdsd.com
Singapore: +65 3158 7545
Malaysia: +603 9226 3419
UK: +44 20 3588 6740
Greece: +30 21 1198 4479
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